
Te Kauono Tutara e te Mana Tiaki
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Immigration

Kia Orana,
 

As Chair of the Border Easement Taskforce (BET), I am tasked to coordinate the All of Government approach to 
Quarantine Free Travel (QFT).  I continue to work alongside my colleagues from key agencies and for many months 
now we have worked for the collective benefit of getting our borders open so we can bolster our economy and 
bring it back from almost collapse. While there have been some setbacks, there have been many wins behind the 
scenes by all involved that have culminated in some big public wins.  You will be well aware of the key elements 
that have shifted in the past weeks and you may have some knowledge of future plans; this memo serves as an 
update on the work being advanced in this space and to seek your support with some key tasks that require your 
urgent attention.

QFT Key Milestones:

1. Nation changes to new Alert Level System:  On Tuesday 27 April, our Prime Minister launched the Cook Islands 
New Alert Level System.  Considerable work was undertaken to align both the coloured system we are familiar 
with and the NZ Alert Level framework that the NZ public (our potential visitors) are familiar with.  This is intended 
to provide further alignment and reduce confusion for both sets of audiences.  I have attached a link here for the 
suite of assets available to support the promotion and awareness of these new alert levels.  Please feel free to print, 
display and use as you see fit.  The Pa Enua will be supplied quantities of English and maori versions for their use. 

2. Quarantine Free Travel from May 17: On Sunday 02 May, our Prime Minister joined NZ Prime Minister 
in announcing a two-way bubble corridor for our respective nations.  This arrangement required extensive 
consultations, assessments and operational attention to many details.  We now kick into gear to bring all the 
elements to life in anticipation of our borders opening. More to come in this space.

3. QFT Implementation Unit Activated:  With multiple moving parts requiring oversight, Cabinet approved 
the activation of the QFT Implementation Unit, a small primed team working with TROIKA and BET to assist 
with smooth operationalisation and roll out of QFT elements.  This assists agencies with trouble shooting, and 
providing necessary support and tools to get the work done. Karopaerangi Ngatoko (MFAI)  assumes the QFT 
Coordinator role, Karla Eggelton (CI Tourism) QFT Comms Coordinator role, and Metua Bates (TMO) QFT 
Health Coordinator.

4. Vaccination Plans for Cook Islands:  The streets are abuzz with plans to vaccinate the Cook Islands.  
While TMO prepare for what is hoped will be a complete national rollout, there is still much to do in the 
background; agreements, responsibilities and liabilities to manage and negotiate.  Our focus in the coming 
days is to strengthen these arrangements and prepare our people for this opportunity as best we can. 
 
We encourage you to participate in a quick survey to determine the sentiment around the COVID-19 
vaccination rollout for the Cook Islands population.

      COVID-19 Vaccination Survey

 
As May 17 draws closer, we keep our heads down and focus very clearly on the end game, and be reminded that 
when we get there - the border opens and a whole new chapter begins.  We need to be adaptive, agile and ready 
to pivot.  Preparation and planning is key. 

 
Meitaki Ma’ata
Tepaeru Herrmann
Chair of the Border Easement Taskforce (BET)

As has now been reported, on Wednesday this week Cook Islands Cabinet decided to extend our current Alert Level 2 
status as well as continued suspension of inwards flight arrivals until 11.59pm Monday 23 August.
 
With respect to Te Marae Ora Cook Islands Ministry of Health efforts to intensify contact tracing and testing over the 
weekend, can confirm that Cabinet will convene prior to our current settings lapsing to consider any amendments to our 
current settings that may be appropriate, including the possibility for extension to these settings. 
 
Cook Islands officials are closely engaged with New Zealand officials who are working intensively to establish the full 
extent of the outbreak in NZ. 
 
Consideration to how and when Cook Islanders stranded in New Zealand might be repatriated is still in progress, and the 
Border Easement Taskforce has been tasked to provide recommendations to Cabinet regarding this matter next week.
 
It is important the public continue to check official communications on this evolving situation on the Cook Islands and 
New Zealand COVID websites.
 

[END]

For media enquiries, contact Karla Eggleton : QFT Comms Coordinator
karla.eggelton@cookislands.gov.ck

BET Press Release - 5:30pm, Friday 20th August 2021
STATEMENT FROM BET CHAIRMAN TEPAERU HERRMANN

Te Kauono Tutara e te Mana Tiaki
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Immigration

BET Press Release -  2.15pm, Wednesday 23 June 2021 

As has now been widely reported, an Australian traveller from Sydney, Australia who visited 
Wellington, New Zealand from Saturday 19 June to Monday 21 June (NZT) has tested positive upon 
return to Australia.

While investigations are ongoing in Wellington and noting Wellington has been elevated to Alert Level 
2 until Sunday 27 June (NZT), Te Marae Ora Cook Islands Ministry of Health (TMO) requested Te 
Kauono Tutara e te Mana Tiaki – Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Immigration (MFAI) issue a Section 
9A notice to refuse uplift of persons of interest due to depart Auckland, New Zealand for Rarotonga, 
Cook Islands on Wednesday 23 June CKT. The cohort of travellers impacted numbered 13 in total.

Te Marae Ora requested refusal to uplift to allow TMO prioritisation of resources and staff to mitigate 
risk whilst TMO continue efforts to contact trace, interview and where necessary isolate the 114 
Wellington-originating arrivals from the last 4 flights.

In addition, via the Online Contact Information form required of all travelers 24 hours prior to travel, 
TMO received confirmation from the persons of interest that they originated from and or were present 
in Wellington, New Zealand on and from Saturday 19 June and it was assessed by TMO that a 
deferral in arrival will further allow TMO time to undertake direct investigations with each passenger 
regarding their movements in Wellington and therefore associated risk to the Cook Islands prior to 
travel.

Said Cook Islands Chair of the Border Easement Taskforce Tepaeru Herrmann, “Our ability to identify 
and offload these persons of interest before this morning’s flight is a testament to our systems and 
processes doing what they have been designed to do in providing additional layers of protection 
to the Cook Islands. It should be noted the situation in Wellington is still evolving, and this pause 
in arrival for persons of interest will allow us invaluable time to observe and assess the situation in 
Wellington, NZ which ultimately impacts on our own risk profile and primary objective to prevent the 
arrival of COVID19 to the Cook Islands.”

These comments were further supported by Secretary for Te Marae Ora Bob Williams, “The 
collaboration between TMO and MFAI speaks to our continued joint-vigilance at the border, and we 
appeal to impacted travelers to re-book their travel arrangements to the next available flight to allow 
TMO the time necessary to examine and determine their particular risk profile prior to travel. We 
thank the public for their continued understanding and cooperation at this time.”

TMO will reach out to impacted travellers directly and by the end of today.

[END].
For media enquiries, contact Karla Eggelton : QFT Comms Coordinator
karla.eggelton@cookislands.gov.ck 
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